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Overview
The FuelAid Optimizer is a device which harnesses the power
of monopole magnetics to enable more complete combustion
of fuel molecules in any hydrocarbon fuel-powered engine.
The most visible use of monopole magnetic technology
is in the Hadron Collider in Switzerland where monopole
magnets are used to hyper-accelerate atomic particles
to a speed where fusion is possible.
This technology has been around for a decade or more,
but only recently has it been designed in a form that will promote
more complete combustion of hydrocarbon fuels.
In August of 2012, I was hired by FuelAid’s parent company,
Granfel Power, to develop a wide range of communications
for this amazing technology. The first market we will be
attacking is the trucking, transportation and fleet sector.
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Communications Strategy
OBJECTIVES
To clearly and persuasively communicate the FuelAid Optimizer’s
very real and substantial benefits to a wide range of industries,
starting, with the trucking, transportation and mobile service sectors
(ie utilities, delivery services etc).
TARGET AUDIENCE
Owners, decision makers and influencers working in and for
companies operating in the trucking, transportation and mobile
service sectors. Municipal, provincial and federal government
purchasing officers and influencers.
MAIN BENEFIT
The FuelAid Optimizer is designed, proven and guaranteed to
improve the overall performance of any vehicle in which is
employed. This includes better engine performance, increased
fuel economy (25%+), lower engine maintenance and dramatically
reduced emissions (80%+)
BENEFIT SUPPORT
1. Increased Fuel Economy: FuelAid operates by impacting the
molecular associations within the fuel itself, enabling new and more
efficient energy values. This, in turn, promotes more complete
combustion and decreases in fuel consumption, after engine
conditioning, by anywhere from 15 to 40% or even more depending
on engine, driving conditions, loads and distances traveled.

2. Reduced Engine Maintenance: Because FuelAid’s technology
enables more complete combustion, there is a dramatic reduction
in the need for engine maintenance and the associated costs, adding
to the savings that can be realized.
3. Lower Hydrocarbon Emissions: The environmental benefit
to burning fuel at up to 99% combustion efficiency is a virtually
complete reduction in harmful hydrocarbon emissions, resulting
in a dramatically reduced carbon footprint for each vehicle in
which it is employed.
4. Works With All Types Of Engines & With No Warranty Issues:
Because the FuelAid Optimizer is passive external fuel conditioning
technology, not a fuel additive, it offers its benefits to any fuel burning internal combustion engine. FuelAid technology will not void or
negatively impact any manufacturers’ warranties (under the purview
of the terms of the Magnuson–Moss Warranty Act).
5. No Ongoing Costs: The FuelAid Optimizer requires no ongoing
attention, other than making sure they are in place. There are no
‘additives or extras’ to buy, ever.
6. A Blue Chip Investment: The purchase cost of FuelAid Optimizers is amortized very quickly, making FuelAid more than just a great
fuel saving idea, but a smart business investment. And with FuelAid’s
pay-out-of-savings plan...there is virtually no capital outlay required.
BRAND CHARACTER
Credible, Proven Technology, Professional, Appreciated, Affordable
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Sales Support Materials
The company currently has several sales people in the field.
This material was designed to give them professional looking
communication pieces to utilize as leavebehind material
and for mailing to prospects in areas outside the GTA.
It is a basic pocket folder. The pocket can be used to house
test summaries, contracts, press releases etc.

LOWER FUEL COSTS.
100% PROVEN.
100% GUARANTEED.
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Test Result Summaries
The company, the developers and customers have been conducting
ongoing tests to prove the efficacy of FuelAid Optimizer technology.
These summaries were created to help prospects understand,
in very concrete terms, the extent to which the FuelAid Optimizer
can positively impact their company’s bottom line.
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Email Marketing Campaign
There is a great deal of international interest in the FuelAid Optimizer,
especially in those countries where fuel prices are soaring. These
email pieces were designed to tell the FuelAid story and build
credibility in markets where this technology is almost totally unknown.
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LOWER FUEL COSTS.
100% PROVEN.
100% GUARANTEED.
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Home Page Layout

Automotive Division

Revolutionary Technology That Is Unconditionally
Guaranteed to Lower Fuel Costs, Dramatically Reduce
Emissions & Improve Engine Performance & Lifespan

Welcome
Our Product
Technology
Testing
Installation
Guarantee
Test Results
Testimonials
Endorsements
F.A.Q.
Links
Contact

FuelAid Optimizer Systems
is a subsidiary of
Granfel Power Limited.
25 Thornbank Rd.,
Thornhill, ON, L4J 2A1
www.granfelpower.com

Click on any image to access detailed sector information

Welcome
If you’re running a logistics, trucking, transportation or fleet business of any
kind, you know that, after personnel costs, the cost for fuel and maintenance
for your vehicles is easily your biggest ongoing expense.
You are always on the lookout for ways to lower these expenses, but most
of them while promising you great results, deliver very little.
But there is one innovation, based on proven technology, that can help
you lower your fuel and maintenance expenses, as well as offering positive
environmental benefits.
Say Hello To The FuelAid Optimizer
FuelAid Optimizer technology represents a major breakthrough in fuel
conditioning that can:
Lower fuel and maintenance costs,
•
•
Improve the performance of any internal combustion engine
without impacting the driver or operation of the vehicle,
•
Make a positive and dramatic environmental difference.
Technology Verified To SAE & USEPA Standards
The FuelAid Optimizer is a true innovation that has been tested, proven and
verified to SAE and USEPA standards. And The FuelAid Optimizer is the only
product of its kind that comes with a 100% performance guarantee, so there
is no risk to you at all.
Please read on to find out more about the Fuel Aid Optimizer and how it
can help dramatically lower your company’s overhead costs.

CONTACT US TODAY FOR
A PRESENTATION
1-855 F-U-E-L-A-I-D (383-5243)
inquiry@fuelaidsystems.com

Hear What Fuel Aid
Optimizer Customers Have
To Say About Us
CLICK HERE
To see our latest
test results.
You’ll be amazed.
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Going Forward
What you have seen here is basically the tip of the iceberg.
As a positive cash flow situation is established, the elements of a complete
marketing program will be developed.
Functioning as project manager, creative director, writer and art
director, I have assembled a team of senior level associates to handle:
retail packaging design, public & media relations, media
planning & buying, sales and trade show promotion, web site construction
& marketing (Search Engine, Social Media & Email Marketing).
These people will all be available on an as-needed basis.
We will also be greatly expanding our targeting to add other viable sectors
for this product, which include but are not limited to: marine, aviation
and industrial plants as well as the individual consumer market.

